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Abstract
An agent operating in a real-world environment will
inevitably encounter some events that dcmandvery
quick responses----the deadline for an action is short,
and the consequences of not acting are high. For
these types of events, the agent has a better chance
of acting appropriately if it has a pre-stored set of
reactions that can be quickly retrieved based on features of the situation. In this paper, we examinethe
problemof selecting the best set of reactions for an
agent to store. In paxticulaJr, we examinethe benefit of including intervals of reactions--.i.e., executing some reactions only across segments of the complete numericranges over whichthey are defincxt. We
present a decision-theoretic algorithmfor selecting the
optimal set of reaction intervals, a~dwe present experintents with a computerimplementationof that algorithm, called KNEEJERK.Tlw experiments show that
the benefit of breaking downreactions into intervals
is quite high under a wide range of circumstances.
Introduction
An agent operating in a real-world environment will be
faced with many external events that require a quick
response. An autonomous robot (Thorpe et al. 1991)
will have to deal with sudden obstacles posing threats
to it.s ownsafety and the safety of other entities in its
environment. A medical nmnitoring system (IlayesRoth et al. 1992) will have to deal with sudden changes
in the patient’s condition necessitating speedy diagnosis and treatment. These types of t~wml.s often do not
allow time for the agent to go through a complicated
reasoning process to produce a new or rep~fired plan
given its altered world state. The agent will be much
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more likely to meet its deadline if it has a pr¢~cornputed
set of critical events paired with appropriate reactions.
In this case, the agent merely needs to retrieve and execute the reaction once it has sensed that the event has
occurred. One possible approach to storing reactions
wouldbe to store all of the system’s possible actions as
reactions (Schoppers 1987). However, this approach
computationally intractable in terms of both time and
space (Ginsberg 1989). One important reason is that
the time to retrieve a reaction given a situation will
increase with the numberof reactions stored, and thus
storing more reactions lessens the ability of the agent
to react to time-critical events.
Researchers (e.g., (Dabija 1993)) have begun to
with this difficulty by attacking what we will call the
reaction select.ion problem: given a set of events the
agent might encounter and a set of actions appropriate for those events, select before execution time a
subset of the events/actions for the agent to store as
execution-time reactions. This paper reports on our
study of two key facets of this problem:
1. Howto apply utility theory (recently applied to
other planning problems, e.g., (Williamson & Hanks
1994)) to the problem of building a useful reaction
set for an agent.
2. Improving the behavior of the agent by dividing reactions into sets of traction intervals, so the agent
can take different actions to the same (qualitative)
event based on quantitative parameters characterizing that event. This is a crucial ability for real
agents for two reasons. First, one reaction often will
not be able to effectivcly handle the entire scope of a
critical event. Second,it is frequently difficult or impossible for the programmerof the agcnt to separate
an event into qualitative useful subevents himself.
The sections that follow detail our approach to this
problem. After giving an illustrative
example of the
problem, we present a detailed characterization of the
problem and our algorithm for solving it. Then wc
give the results of experiments run with an irnplemenration of the algorithm, called KN~EJF,aK. Andfinally
we discuss rclated work in the literature and possible
future directions for this research.
Wolverton
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Example
Here is a simple cxamplcof the reaction selection problem and possible solutions to it. The examplc, taken
from the domainof office robots, considers only a single
event and three possible reactions to that event. Both
the algorithm and its implenmntation arc designed to
handle more complex problems.
In this example, a robot is navigating through a busy
hall in an office Imilding while delivering mail. Weassume the robot does not have knowlcdge of the exact
locations and trajcctories of all the other agents (people and other robots) in the hall, but it might have
less prccise information such as an estimated nuniber of
agents in its area., or an estimated location of the agents
immediately in front of it, or an estimated mnount of
unoccupied space in the area immediately surrounding
it. The robot is suddenly faced with an event e: another agent steps out of an office in front of the robot.
placing itself in the roboCs path. The robot will respend to this event by retrieving a reaction, if it ha.s
one appropriate to this event, from its pre-stored cache
of reactions. The contents of the cache will have been
.~dected before execution time by a reaction selection
module. This module deternlines the events for which
the agent will store rea.ctions, and for each event the
particular reaction that will be executcd givcn the specific parametcrs describing the event.
In this case, the reaction selection modulehas considcred three possible rcactions to this general sort of
event:
I. r~eermthe action of making a quick chmlge in direction to avoid the obstacle.
2. r;~°P--the action of stopping as quickly as possible.
3,

?e,,,u,_the
"Itction"
of taking no reaction
to the
event and instead relying on run-time replanning to
account for the new world situation.

The utility of each of these reactions as a fintction of
time until tim collision witll the other agent is shown
in Figt,re 1. For w~ryLowvalues of #, tim collision is
unavoidable anti the outcome of any reaction will have
low utility. Attcmpting to stop, and thereby lessening
the force of the impact, will alw~,s bc better than doing nothing whenthe collision is inevitable, but veering
will bc more likely titan stopping to avoid the colliskm
altogether for very short deadlines (after I t ). IIowever,
veering has the additional risk of colliding with otiler
nearby (unseen) agents, and for this reason stopping
is preferable for values of t in whichit is able to avoid
the collision (after t2). Whenthe collision deadline
very far away(after/a}, doing nothing is the best solution since thc agent has time to fortuul~te a plan to
get. around the new obstacle (or the obstacle h¢xs time
to remove itself). Perforrning a sudden reaction like
veering or stopping has risks in an environment witll
,noviug obstacles, so an unnecessary reaction nlay I)e
worse than no reaction.
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Figure i: Utility as a function of time to deadline for
three possible reactions to a sudden obstacle: Veering
stop
out of the way (r~ve~r), stopping suddenly (r~
),
=").
taking no reaction (replanniug--r~Y

The reactions of Figure t ~re for this examph"all defined as fnnctions of a single variable, time. Ilowever,
in principle there may be other continuous paranleters
describing the event ti]at are available to the agent and
timt maybe used to calculate the utility of reactions.
Examples include the estimated amount of free space
in the area immediately surrounding it (from which
program can derive the likelihood of causing a collision by veering or stopping) and the agent’s ownspeed
(from which it can calculate the expected extent of the
damageto the obstacle agent and to itself).
Given an infinite amount, of cost-free storage, a reaction selection modulewould like to include four sew
arate reaction intervals for this ew~nt: stoppiug for
values of i from 0 to tl, veering from tt t.o t~, stopping again from I,, to t:~. and the null reaction from 13
ou. In reality, though, storing tttore reactions at plan
time meaus taking longer to retrieve tlmmat execution
time, and that extra retrieval time affects tit,’ utility
functions of the reactions. Distinguishing amor, g even
a small set of reactions maytake a non-trivial amount
of time, for example if the agent must sense the world
to identify the situation correctly. An extra reaction
interval added to the stored set of reactions will delay
all of the agertt’s non-null r,;actions, in eflk~ct shifting
the graphs for r~+‘~. r~t°v. and r~~’tt in Figure l l.o the
right and decreasing the overall expected utility fi,r the
reaction set.. The cost of any delay iu reaction (’;ul I)e
quite high in ibis situation. For this reason, it illay
not beworth inchlding 1,he inl,erval of r st°r frolll il to
tl since, the utilii.y gained by addingthat intr’rval will
nol, offset the utility losl, fromdelayedretlction.
A general reaciion decision modul~nlust d~al with
this problein for manydifferent events and their associiLt.ed reactions. TI,at is, given a set of events and
possible reactions to those events, it titust, select the
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setof reaction
intervals
to storesuchthattheagent’s
behavior
is optimizcd.
Thenextsection
presents
a detailed
description
of thisproblem.

Model of the Problem
For this problem, we assume an agent that is operating
according to a plan in an environment where events can
occur suddenly and unexpectedly. The agent’s plan is
constructed off-line, before execution time. The agent
has two methods of dealing with an unexpected event:
it can retrieve from its pre-stored cache of reactions
the specific reaction appropriate for this event, or, if it.
does not have an appropriate reaction in its cache (i.e.,
retrieves only the null reactionr e-nun for this event), it
can use its replanning capability to dynamically construct a new plan or modi~" its old plan. The cache is
generated before execution time by selecting the subset
of events to which the agent will react from a given set
of possible events, and for each selected event choosing
a methodof reacting to it. The reaction selection problem, then, is the problem of constructing this cache.
The specific version of the reaction selection problem
we are solving has three inputs:
1. A set of events E, where each e E E has associated
with it:
a. The probability of e occurring during some given
fixed-length time interval of the agent’s execution,
Pr(e).
b. A list of associated reactions Re, which must include the null reaction r,~un. "~-nulr represents the
"action" of not reacting to e but instead relying
on the agent’s run-time planning to dynamically
develop a new plan to account for the new event.
Reactions will be described below.
c. A list of discrete features that. uniquely identify
the event, Se (derivable by the agent from its sensor input).
d. A list of continuous numeric parameters that further describe the event X, = zt, z2,. ¯., xn.
2. A set of possible outcomes O and an associated utility of each o E O. Possible values for utilities will
come from a utility space U.
3. A nmdel Mof storage/retrieval
resource consumption of the agent. This model consists of knowledge
of the expected retrieval time given a particular set
size, and knowledge of the amount of memoryfor
storing reactions available to the agent. This model
is described further below.
A reaction
re is described
by a listof probability
densities,
eachof which
givestheprobability
ofa single
outcome as a function of e’s numeric parameters, given
that the reaction has been executed. From this list
of probability densities, the probability of e occurring
Pr(e}, and the given utilities of the outcomes, it is
a straightforward application of classical probability

theory to produce a function that returns the total
utility of re’S execution given the values of the event’s
numeric parameters Xe. This function, f~ : Xe -* U,
will be referred to as the utility function of the reaction
r.

The storage/retrieval nmdel is the knowledgeof how
reaction utility functions changeas the size of the store
from which reactions are drawn changes. For exampie, a reaction utility function of a single parameter,
time, will tend to be "shifted right" as the storage size
(and thus retrieval time) increases. For the functions
of Figure 1, as the retrieval time increases, the utility
of T"
~e,~ ..,top
and _,~,,H
will remain flat at their start, 1e
’
/’e
e
ing values for a longer period of time, so the overall
expected utility of these reactions will decrease. The
storage/retrieval
model Mcan then be seen as a function that mapsa utility function and a cache size into
a new utility function.
For a reaction to an event with n numeric parameters, a reaction interval is defined as an n-dimensional
region of parameter space over which the reaction is
defined, bounded in each dimension by a convex interval (Ladkin 1986) a continuous i nterval w ithout
holes}. More precisely, for a reaction r~ and parameters Xl ..... x,,, if re is defined over the region described
¯
by zi E [z i$, xi],
then that region is a reaction interval
of re. Wewill refer to the total utility of a reaction
interval as the integral of its utility function over the
n-dimensional interval that characterizes the reaction
interval. That is, for a reaction interval of the reaction
r over the interval 1, its total utility is given by

f

p~l fr(P)

To summarize, this nmdel of the reaction selection
problem requires as input information about possible events that may occur, possible reactions to those
events, the expected utility of executing those reactions
as a function of continuous parameters (e.g., time), and
a model of howstoring more reaction intervals affects
the reaction’s expected utility. The objective of the
problem is to take these inputs and output a set of reaction intervals such that the total expected utility of
the reaction interval set is maximized. The next sect.ion describes an algorithm that solves this problem.

Algorithm
The algorithm for finding the optimal set of reaction
intervals is given in Figure 2. It starts with the smallest
possible reaction set madsteps through the possible set
sizes, finding the best reaction set at that size and comparing it to the best found so far. It terminates when
the utility of the best reaction set it has found is certain
to be better than the utility of all reaction sets larger
than the current size. This algorithm is guaranteed to
find the optimal reaction interval set provided that (1)
the termination condition is satisfied, (2) the function
UpperBoundOnUtility returns an upper bound for all
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function
FindBestSet(E,
O, M)
Re~ctionUtilityFns
:= CalculateUtilityFns(E,
O};
BestFound :-- ~; /* best set of intervals
found so far */
CurSetSize :-- smallest possible legal set size;
ReactionUtilityFns
:-- M(CurSetSize, ReactionUtilityFns};
/* Continue until BestFound is known to be best
while UpperBoundOnUtility(KeactionUtilityFns,
TotalUtility(BestFound)
do begin

possible */
CurSetSize)

/* Get the optimal set of size cxv.ctly CurSetSize */
New := nestSetOfFixedSize(ReartionUtilityFns,
CurSctSizc};
if TotalUtility(New)
> TotalUtilityi.BestFound)
then
BestFound :-- New;
CurSetSize
:= smallestuntestedlegalset size;
ReactionUtilityFns
:----M(CurSetSize,
ReactionUtilityFns);
end;
ret urn(BestFound);
end.

Figure 2: Algorithm for finding the optimum set of
reaction intervals given (1) E, a set of events and associated reactions, (2) O, a set of possible outcomes and
associated utilities,
and (3) M, the storage/retrieval
model, a function that adjusts reaction utility flmctions for retrieval time delay based on the size of the
stored reaction set

Wehave also implemented a polynomial-time solution
using three-dimensional dynamic programming, which
allows slightly larger problems to be solved. For very
large problems, it may be desirable to use an approximation technique such as simulated annealing (Aarts
& Korst 1989).
Most of the other key operations in the algorithmthe method for calculating a reaction’s utility function given its event’s probability and the probabilities
and utilities of the outcomes associated with it (CalculateUtilityFns), the method for calculating the total utility of a reaction interval set (TotalUtility), and
the storage retrieval model (M)--were described in the
previous section. The methodof getting the next legal
set size will depend on the storage/retrieval mechanism
used. If the reactions will be stored in binary decision
tree, for example, the legal set sizes for the nth iteration of the algorithm will be the possible number of
leaves in a decision tree of depth n. That is, the algorithm will consider any set size < 2n during the nth
iteration.

Experimental
reaction sets, and (3) BestSetOfFixedSize returns tile
optimal reaction interval set for a given size. Wediscuss here how these goals can be achieved.
UpperBoundOnUtility(R,
n) returns
an upper
bound on the total utility of any reaction interval set
from a set of reactions R whosesize is >_ n. Our implementation, KNEEJERK, uses a straightforward method
of computing this upper bound. In brief, the program
computes the bound thusly: For each possible interval
find the reaction with the maximumutility over that
interval, sum these maximum
utilities over all the possible intervals. Assumingthat utilities (and likewise
UpperBoundOnUtility) are nmnotonically decreasing
as the set size rises (as was the case in the example
presented earlier), and assuming that there is an optimal set of size _> CurSetSize(i.e., that the utility of
reaction sets does not keep rising forever ms the set size
grows), this methodwill in fact return the desired upper bound.These assumptions hold in all the situations
we have investigated, and we believe they will hold
in nearly all real-world planning/execution situations.
The algorithm will terminate if UpperBoundOnUtility
eventually drops below the utility of the best. set found
so far. Again, this condition should hold in all realistic
domains, because each increase in the set size will only
delay the execution of the reactions, which will diminish the total utility" of each reaction, whichin turn will
lower the value of the UpperBoundOnUtility.
BestSetOfFixedSize(R.
n) finds the best reaction
interval set from R of size < n. This is a combinatorial optimization problem for which a number of possible techniques can bc applied. Currently, KNIfEJERK
uses a branch-and-bourld search to find the optimal set.
248 AIPS-96

Results

This section presents the results of experiments with
our implementation of the previous section’s algorithm,
KNEE JERK. KNEE JERK solves the reaction selection
problem for reaction utility functions of one variable,
each of which is a continuous, piecewise linear function
(a function comprised of connected line segments).
the reaction utility functions shown in Figure 1 are
examples of tbe type that KNEEJERKtakes as input.
Our objective in running these experiments was to
compare the approach using reaction intervals proposed here with the approach of only allowing a single
reaction to an event. Wewill call these the "WithIntervals" and "Without-Intervals" approaches. Since
the Without-lntervals approach is a subset of the WithIntervals approach (the complete reaction is an interval in itself), With-Intervals is always guaranteed to
find a solution that is as good or better than Without.Intervals. What wc want to learn from these experiments is the level of difference between the two. That
is, we wanted to know how much better, on average,
an agent would perform given the optimal reaction interval set instead of the optimal complete reaction set.
For the particular experiment reported here, each
problem given to the two approaches consisted of 6
events, each of whichhad associated with it. a null reaction plus a number of non-null reactions. The number
of non-null reactions to these events was our independent variable in this experiment, varying from 0 to 30
reactions. Each reaction was assigned razldomly to one
of the six events, and each had associated with it a randora utility function. These random utility functions
each consisted of 4 randompoints joined by" lines. For
each reaction size (0 to 30), 16 different problems were
run and their results were averaged. Each problem was
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for the entire range of k-values we investigated, the
magnitude of the utility difference between WithIntervals and Withoutlntervals remained relatively stable.
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Figure 3: Benefit, compared to not reacting to any
event, of two approaches to selecting reactions: Including reaction intervals and including only entire reactions.
run on both the With-Intervals and Without-Intervals
approaches, and the total expected utility of the reaction interval set (or reaction set, in Without-Intervals’
case) was tabulated. The storage/retrieval
model used
was that of a complete binary decision tree: the possible set sizes considered were of size (up to) n for a ll
non-negative integers n, and the retrieval for each of
those set sizes was modeled as O(n).
The results of our experiment are shown in Figure 3. The graph shows the expected benefit of each
approach--the approach’s reaction set’s utility compared with the utility of performing the null reaction
for each event--as the number of reactions grows. This
graph demonstrates two important results. First, it
shows that constructing reaction sets with intervals
significantly improves the utility of an agent’s behavior
over constructing sets with only a single reaction covering an entire event. The With-Intervals approach outperformed the Without-Intervals approach by around
20% at the maximumnumber of reactions we tested
(30). Second, it shows that the advantage of WithIntervals over WithoutIntervals grows as the problems
become more complex. The percentage difference between the two methods grew steadily as the ratio of
reactions to events grew. These two results suggest
that the WithIntervals approach is likely to be a useful technique for constructing reaction caches for realworld problems.
Wehave repeated these experiments for a wide range
of event set sizes and reaction set sizes, and in each
case we have observed the same general trends reported
above. Wehave also investigated the behavior of the
program as the retrieval time changes. That is, if the
retrieval time for a reaction interval sct of size 2’+ is
modeled as kn, we have looked at the utilities of reaction sets produced by the two methods as k varies.
Here we observed very little change in the differences
between the two methodsas the retrieval time chazlged:

Related

Work

The work presented in this paper is built on the work
of Dabija (Dabija 1993). With the specific problem
we address, we extend that work in several important
ways. In our work, the utility value of a reaction is
defined as a continuous utility function of parameters
characterizing the situation, whereas for Dabija, each
reaction has a single utility value. While it is true
that each of our reaction intervals could be treated by
Dabija as a separate contingency/reaction pair, Dabija
provides no mechanism for segmenting the world into
these fine-grained contingencies, and presumably requires the agent’s programmer to do this. Weprovide
an algorithm that performs this non-trivial segmentation process as a by-product of selecting the optimum
set of segments. Besides taking the burden of segmentation off the programmer,this allows the description
of the events to the system to be more realistic and
natural in at least two additional ways. First, the definition of one event is independent of the other events
in the system. Second, each event can have multiple
reactions, so our algorithm can solve not only the problem of what to react to, but also how to react to it in
each part of its parameter space.
There are two other important ways in which we
have extended Dabija’s work. First, we provide an
algorithm that finds the set of reaction intervals that
optimize the expected utility of the agent’s behavior.
Dabija provides a greedy algorithm that is not optimal.
Second, we use the decision-theoretic utility modelfor
evaluating alternative reaction sets, as comparedto a
more parameter-specific evaluation model.
Universal plans (Schoppers 1987) organize reactions
into a decision tree for retrieval, but there is just one
reaction per situation, and all reactions are always included. Also, the cost of retrieval time is not modeled
or reasoned about. Ash (Ash & Hayes-Roth 1993) organizes a set of reactions, with potentially multiple reactions per event, into a decision tree so as to optimize
their retrieval, but again all reactions are included. We
are interested in choosing a subset of reactions such
that the overall utility is optimized.
Markov model techniques (Cassandra, Kaelhling,
Littman 1994; Dean et al. 1993; Chrisman & Simmons
1991) are designed to find the best solution given the
possible states of the world. Weare concentrating on
howbest to divide the world into possible states (where
for us this state is the situation associated with each
reaction). Another important difference is that we incorporate the resources consumedby adding extra actions (in the form of delayed response time) into our
model, thus making utility azld resource requirements
mutually dependent.
Resource-bounded decision-theoretic
planning reaWolverton
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sons about comparative utilities in deciding howto expand a plan. In (Itorvitz 1988), a modelis presented
the utility of partial results under resource bounds; this
is used in (Horvitz, Cooper, & Heckerman1989) to decide between planning and action. A model of partial
results is used in (Dean &Boddy1988) to guarantee incremental improvements over time when planning may
be cut off. Utilities can also be used to provide search
control for the planning process itself (Williamson
Hanks 1994). In contrast, we use utilities to select
partial set of reactions that will be optimal with respect to the possible events in each situation.
The reaction selection problem can be seen as an
instance of the utility problem (Minton 1990). One
major way in which our work deviates from previous
work on the utility problem is that we are considering
a computational situation in which the marginal value
of including a reaction (or rule) in the agent’s store
strongly depends on the size and the contents of the
store itself. In our situation the decision of what to
include in the reaction set must be made globally-considering the reaction set in its entirety--rather than
by locally considering heuristic estimates of the utility
of each reaction separately.
Future
Directions
and Conclusion
Our work on reaction selection could be used to guide
an agent’s perception as well. In real-world situations, sensing is a limited resource, and the agent must
choose how mucheffort to spend on the various sensors
(Washington & Hayes-l~th 1989; Chrisman & Simmons 1991). The features that distinguish the particular reactions the agent has stored should be the first
ones that the perception module tries to discern. In
particular, the boundaries between reaction intervals
mark the points where the agent should concentrate
its attention so that it can distinguish amongsituations requiring different reactions. In addition, there
may be some parameters that influence the difference
in the utilities of reactions more than others. In this
case, these parameters should receive more attention
so that they are more accurately sensed.
Our work on selecting reactions is designed to be
used with an agent that can both plan and react. In
general, the reaction model we have presented can be
used to define possible actions and outcomes from a
given state: the best reaction set is chosen, and then
the outcomes are integrated into the plan as possible future states, from which further reactions maybe
planned. In this way the agent can explicitly reason
about the results of its reactive actions.
Also, the agent can learn the probabilities of events
and outcomes and the utilities of outcomes from experience. All of the parameters of our approach can be
statistically approximateddirectly from a set of training examples. This approach could also be used to
refine an imperfect utility model over time.
In summary, we have presented a formulation of the
250 AIPS-96

reaction decision problem and an argument for its importance in real-world agent behavior. Wedevised an
algorithm based on a decision-theoretic utility model
of world events and outcomes that is guaranteed to
find the optimal set of reaction intervals under realistic
circumstances. And we have shown the value of this
approach through experiments with an implemented
reaction decision module. The experiments show the
approach consistently significantly outperforming the
approach of including entire reactions.
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